OEM/CMT/FULL PACKAGE FLATLOCK AND ACTIVE SEAM UNDERWEAR, SPORTSWEAR AND OUTDOOR CLOTHING MANUFACTURER & EXPORTER
Beta Textiles Co., Limited is a leading OEM manufacturer and exporter of flatlock stitch (ISO 607) stitch underwear, sportswear and outdoor clothing located in Zhangjiagang, Suzhou around 130 KM west of China’s metropolis Shanghai. The export sales of the company amounted to 12 million USD in 2011.

As a specialized flatlock (ISO 607 stitch) sewing factory fully owned by Beta Textiles Co., Limited, Zhangjiagang Beta Clothing Co., Limited owns more than 30 pcs of Yamato flatlock sewing machines and other complete sewing machines and specializes in the production of flatlock seam underwear, sportswear and outdoor clothing with a capacity of 1.5 million pcs per annum.

With 30 circular knitting machines, Novus Textiles Manufacturing Co., Limited (NTMCO) is another subsidiary factory of Beta Textiles Co., Limited which is basically involved in development and production of knitted fabrics for Beta Textiles Co., Limited. NTMCO spends more than 1 million RMB each year on fabric research and development to make sure all fabrics with the latest technology is available.

With its own sewing factory and several shareholding partner factories, Beta Textiles Co., Limited specializes in the manufacturing and export of flatlock stitch garments. With more than 150 flatlock sewing machines and complete sewing machines available, the production capacity of the company is more than 4,000,000 pcs per year.

The Company has successfully produced and exported to many countries such as UK, US, Canada, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand, Italy, German and France etc. The company has produced directly or indirectly for many global garment brands including but not limited to Point Zero, Digital Clothing, BRP, Alizee, Action, Haffi, Cooper MVP, Spalding, Work-n-Sport, Terramar, Ullemax, Brekka, Choko Design, Dakota, Winchester, Bobux, Sportek, Chlorophyll, Rohnische, Windriver, Patagonia, Calvin Klein, Academy, Under Scrub, Benross, Denali, George, Medalist, Louis Garneau and more.

Beta Textiles also specializes in the production and export of new and performance fabrics including:

- Merino Wool fabric;
- Polypropylene fabric;
- Bamboo and bamboo nano-silver fabric;
- Nylon/spandex, polyester/spandex fabric;
- Recycled polyester/nylon fabric and
- Other circular knitted and tricot fabrics.

By working with a great variety of yarn producers home and abroad, Beta Textiles Co., Limited is strong in the development and production of new fabrics and finished garment with custom fabrics according to Buyer specified yarns and fibers.

The Company has been the licensed manufacturer of:

- Garment with nano-silver wicking and antimicrobial fabrics;
- Outlast® climate control fabrics;
- X-static nano-silver fabrics; and
- Dri-release fabrics etc.

Mission:
To provide full package solutions in fabrics and flatlock garments to overseas sewing factories, underwear, sportswear and outdoor apparel importers, wholesalers, distributors and traders.

Beta Textiles Co., Limited distinguishes herself by:

- Internationally acceptable ethical standards;
- Quick and efficient development of new and high technology products; Professionalism;
- Reliability.

Local Resources, Global Solutions
Products
OEM/ODM/Private Label Production; Vertically Integrated Manufacturer; Specialized in Flatlock and Active Seam; Annual Capacity: more than 4 million pcs.

Basic Styles
• Trunk boxer;
• Boxer brief;
• Hipster;
• Sports bra;
• Sports skirts;
• Tank top;
• Long sleeve tee;
• Short sleeve tee;
• Polo shirts, golf shirts;
• Bikini, power thong;
• Hoodies;
• Camisole, and
• Any other style based on Buyer’s technical specifications.
Production
About Flatlock Stitching & Active Seam

Beta Textiles Co., Limited is a specialized manufacturer and exporter of flatlock stitch (seam) and active seam underwear, thermal, sportswear and outdoor clothing.

Flatlock stitch (ISO 607 stitch) is a flat seam that is being used more and more to replace traditional overlock stitch due to its quasi-seamless effect. Most top brands of underwear, thermal wear, sportswear and outdoor clothing are using flatlock seam in their production.

ISO 607 Flatlock Stitch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stitch Drawing</th>
<th>ISO 4915 Number</th>
<th>Common Application</th>
<th>Stitch Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top View as Sewn</td>
<td>Bottom View as Sewn</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>Flat or Lap seaming knit underwear, fleece etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of flatlock seam and overlock seam

Smooth flatlock

Bulky overlock

Yamato flatlock sewing machines available: more than 200 pcs;
Production capacity: 4 million pcs per year.
Brand Partners

Since the establishment of BTEXCO, it has produced fabrics and finished garments directly and indirectly for many world famous underwear and sportswear brands including but not limited to:
ORGANIZATION CHART
Vertically Integrated Manufacturer Annual Production Capacity: 4 million pcs

- Novus Textiles Manufacturing Co., Limited
- Zhangjiagang Beta Clothing Co., Limited (Owned by BTEXCO)
- Beta Textiles Co., Limited
- BTEXCO
- Zhangjiagang Athletik Clothing Co., Ltd. (Merino wool underwear sewing mill invested by BTEXCO)
- 6 Sewing Subcontractors with Yamato Flatlock sewing machines financed by BTEXCO, located in and around Zhangjiagang City.
BTEXCO TEAM
Global Presence

BTExco Managing Director John Zhang visit to its client Cory Vines in Montreal, Canada.

Rohnisch fitness wear produced by BTExco on shelf for sale in Gothenburg Intersport store. May, 2014


Marks Work's Wearhouse thermal wear produced by BTExco on sale in Marks Work's Wearhouse Store in Montreal Canada. May 6th, 2016

Finished Products
BTEXCO spends more than 1 million RMB each year in research and development of new fabrics with the latest materials and finishing agents.

BTEXCO has been working closely with new and high technology fiber and yarn suppliers and finishing agent manufacturers to ensure the company is updated of the latest materials and technologies.

The material sources used by BTEXCO are not limited to China. BTEXCO uses technical fibers, yarns, finishing agents and other use technologies from all over the world including but not limited to Taiwan (ROC), South Korea, USA, Austria, Thailand etc to make its buyers competitive and innovational. BTEXCO always has new and technical fabrics to offer.

BTEXCO develops a great variety of new fabrics with new materials every year.

Well established reputation in the industry lends to its success and efficiency in new product development;

BTEXCO is able to convert your concepts into products in a prompt and efficient way.

BTEXCO keeps more than 500 fabrics for underwear, sportswear and outdoor clothing, one roll for each fabric, to ensure that its clients can make proto samples, salesmen samples etc on time for trade shows and meetings.
**GARMENT ORDER PRODUCTION PROCEDURES**

1. **Buyer to provide garment technical specification and fabric details including garment sketch, measurement table, trimming and packing details.**

2. **Beta Textiles Co., Ltd to make counter sample for fabric first, and send yardage samples for approval.**

3. **Fabric approved?**
   - **YES**
     - Make garment samples for approval.
   - **NO**
     - Re-make fabric sample until approved.

4. **Garment samples approved?**
   - **YES**
     - Finalize prices based on approved samples.
   - **NO**
     - Re-make garment samples until approved.

5. **Finalize prices based on approved samples.**

6. **Buyer to finalize the order and make advance payment of no less than 30%.**

7. **Beta Textiles Co., Ltd to release production.**
Product Photo Gallery
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Beta Textiles Co., Limited.